
Data Analytics - Basic & Advance      
Curriculum of Data Science training     
Courses.  
 
 

 
 
                                                        Data Scientist training 
 

At Prwatech you can watch for the curriculum on         
data science courses. This is the best course        
through which we help you gain the standard        
professional status.  
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● First, you have the learning objectives. Based on the         
concept you had the data scientist certification in        
India and based on the module one can start with          
the essentials of business analytics and you even        
have the R basics and the R programming.  

 
● The role of R is to solve the analytical problems, and           

you can watch out for the popularity of R in some of            
the in-trend tech giants.  

 
● In fact, with the successful introduction of the data         

science training in Pune one can reach to the         
depth of the curriculum.  
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In module one, the experts at Prwatech will deal with          
topics like business analytics, R, R language and the         
programming, ecosystem and the several uses of R. As part          
of the curriculum you even have the data types in R, and            
one can even deal with the subsetting methods. In the          
course, you can even compare R with the other software          
and there are details regarding the basic installation        
process and operation of R. The training course will also          
help you understand regarding the robustness of R. As part          
of the Big data and hadoop training courses you come to           
know about the useful packages in matters of        
implementing the R.  

http://prwatech.in/


 

You even have Module 2 in Prwatech and based on the           
module you have the data manipulation and the data         
importing techniques in R.  

To get data science certification with Hadoop training,        
it is important that you understand the details of the          
course layout and in the manner, one can have the apt           
handling of the concept. You have the objectives telling         
you about the dirty data set, and one can even deal with            
the aspect of data cleaning, and this can lead to a data set             
which is just ready for analysis.  

As part of the module you learn about the exploring          
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functionality, and in the way, one gets an idea regarding          
the versatility of R.  

You have the superior techniques in R, and these are          
essentially robust in nature. This is the module to make          
you comprehend the array of importing techniques       
present in R. You even have the various topics to deal with            
like data cleaning and data inspection. Here, the student is          
made to learn how to troubleshoot the problem with the          
real expertise.  

Prwatech helps you with the data science training in         
bangalore. Here, you are made to learn about several         
engineering applications and whereabouts. Here you get a        
chance to know about machine learning algorithms, and        
one can even deal with the types of machine learning.          
There are even two aspects of supervised learning when         
you are made to do things under the vigilance of the guide            
or expert.  
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As part of the course, you even have the form of the            
unsupervised learning. This is when you are made to learn          
and act individually without the external interference.  
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